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Enabling Secure banking transactions with MFA
The accelerated growth of the digital economy during the times of the pandemic 
and the ease and comfort of conducting transactions over mobile devices has 

-
try.�But this convenience comes at the cost of security, if headlines were to be be-

-

of user trust.  Financial services organizations usually are more vulnerable to fraud 
hence need to stay ahead when it comes to cybersecurity.  

In the light of the above, banks require stronger 
bank authentication methods such as 
multi-factor authentication to not only meet the 
changing regulations but also to meet 
changing customer needs. MFA is now the 
industry-standard solution that keeps bank 
data/information safe.  
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How have banks adapted
MFA? 
In a bid to ensure customer trust and provide a 

institutions including banks have embraced 
MFA along with stringent security policy.

Implementing a robust identity and access management (IAM) strategy is a balancing 
act between usability and security. 
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Service Offered
a. NSPlus Technology (NSP) team provided user identity and access manage             
    ment along with our partner Identity management product. 

b. Supporting user account onboarding offboarding termination deletion from  
    database and restoration of the same, synchronize of identity data across    
    system such as active directory. 

c. Integration of MFA with core banking software. 

    the go live.  

Digital Security Delivered

    rate accounts. 

b. Professional service has been provided by NSP towards MFA integration with  
    core banking software. 

c. upgrade services have been provided to the bank
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Address

Contact Details
Email: reachus@nsplustech.com

Website: www.nsplustech.com

Address
98, NSP Square, BTM Stage 4th Stage, 8th Main,
80 Feet Double Road, Vijaya Bank Layout, Bilekahalli, 
Bengaluru, Karnataka 560076

Contact Details
Email: reachus@nspglobaltech.com
Call: +919353189566 | +91 9845661763
Website: www.nspglobaltech.com


